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DECISION OF THE HEARINGS OFFICER
I.

GENERAL INFORMATION

File No.:

LU 07-132746 LDS ENM AD (HO 4070071)

Applicant:

Mike and Cindy Billups
10151 SE Sunnyside Rd #499
Clackamas, OR 97015-9765

Applicant’s
Representative:

Hearings Officer:

Richard Leonard, AIA
3815 SW Hall Blvd
Beaverton, OR 97005
Gregory J. Frank

Bureau of Development Services (BDS) Staff Representative: Rachel Whiteside
Site Address:

SE Lexington Street & SE 120th Avenue

Legal Description:

TL 5100 1.22 ACRES, SECTION 22 1S 2E

Tax Account No.:

R992222040

State ID No.:

1S2E22DA 05100

Quarter Section:

3842, 3843

Neighborhood:

Pleasant Valley

District Coalition:

East Portland Neighborhood

Plan District:

Johnson Creek Basin – South Subdistrict

Zoning:

R10c – Single-Dwelling Residential Base Zone with an Environmental
Conservation Overlay Zone

Other Designations: Potential Landslide Hazard Area
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Land Use Review: Type III, LDS ENM AD (Land Division Subdivision with a concurrent
Environmental Review and Modifications through Environmental Review, and Adjustment Review)
BDS Staff Recommendation to Hearings Officer: Approval, with Denial of an Environmental
Modification to increase the maximum front setback.
Public Hearing: The hearing was opened at 10:30 a.m. on May 12, 2008, in the 3rd floor hearing
room, 1900 SW 4th Avenue, Portland, OR, and was closed at 11:50 a.m. The record remained open
until 4:30 p.m. on May 19, 2008 for new evidence, and until 4:30 p.m. on May 27, 2008 for
Applicants’ rebuttal. The record was closed at that time.
Testified at the Hearing:
Rachel Whiteside, BDS Staff Representative
Richard Leonard, 3815 SW Hall Blvd., Beaverton, OR 97005
Proposal:
The Applicant proposes to divide the 53,558 square-foot site into 3 lots and an environmental
resource tract. Proposed lot sizes are 10,800, 7,700, and 6,800 square-feet, respectively. The lot
shapes are irregular due to site topography and a natural drainage swale in the 28,258 square-foot
Tract A. Tract A is an environmental resource tract that will contain undisturbed areas of the
Environmental Conservation overlay zone on the site.
The Applicant proposes to extend the sewer main from SE 120th Avenue down to the frontage of
proposed Lot 1. Lot 1 will be serviced by a gravity lateral to the new sewer main. Lots 2 and 3 are
proposed to be served by lines that will be pumped through a private sewer easement across Lots 1
and 2. Because the Applicant would like to do all of the utility work at one time, an Adjustment to
the Johnson Creek Plan District tree removal standard (33.537.140.C) is requested for the area
surrounding 15-foot utility corridor as shown on the construction management plan.
The Applicant proposes to use flow-through planter boxes to manage stormwater from the
improvements on the individual lots. Overflow from the planter boxes will be directed through a
pipe to individual outfalls at the natural drainage swale in Tract A.
The entire site is within the Environmental Conservation overlay zone and as a result the proposal
must meet the development standards of Section 33.430.160, Standards for Land Divisions and
Planned Developments. The Applicant proposes lots and stormwater facilities in the Environmental
Conservation zone that exceed the applicable development standards. Therefore, the development
standards cannot be met and an Environmental Review is required. The Applicant has also
requested a Modification through Environmental Review to increase the allowed building coverage
to 3,500 square-feet on Lot 1 and 3,000 square-feet for Lots 2 and 3. The Applicant has also
requested to modify the maximum front setback for all three lots.
Impacts to the Environmental Conservation zone include loss of resource area, increased
impervious surface, and removal of up to 887 inches of tree. Proposed mitigation for impacts
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includes reduced lot sizes and extensive plantings to create a vegetated buffer between the lots and
the drainage swale in Tract A.
This subdivision proposal is reviewed through the Type III land use review procedure, because it is
a land division which also requires an Environmental Review (See 33.660.110). For purposes of
State Law, this land division is considered a Subdivision which is defined as the division of a parcel
of land into 4 or more lots (or tracts of land) within a calendar year (See ORS 92.010).
Approval Criteria:
In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the approval criteria of Title 33, Portland
Zoning Code. The applicable approval criteria are:
 33.660.120 Review of Land Divisions in Open Space and Residential Zones
 33.430.250.A Environmental Review
 33.430.280 Modifications which will better meet Environmental Review requirements
 33.805.040 Adjustments
II.

ANALYSIS

Site and Vicinity: The 53,558 square-foot site is located on the south side of SE Lexington Street,
where it dead ends in a cul-de-sac, just east of SE 120th Place. Southeast Lexington Street is
classified as a local service street for all modes in the Transportation System Plan. Tri-Met
provides transit service approximately half a mile from the site on SE Mt. Scott Boulevard via bus
#19. Southeast Lexington Street is fully improved, though no sidewalk exists on the south side of
the street. There is an existing retaining wall in the right-of-way that extends across 115-feet of the
western-most street frontage.
The site rises dramatically from the street and then slopes generally to the southeast. A seasonal
intermittent drainage cuts across the site from the southwest to the northeast corner. The southeast
corner of the site slopes north down to the drainageway. Deciduous trees and arborescent shrubs,
like Indian plum and vine maple, dominate the site. Several Douglas firs and a healthy and diverse
understory are also present. Trillium, Oregon grape, thimbleberry, salmonberry, false solomon’s
seal, notka rose, lady fern, and sword fern were all observed during staff site visits.
Across the street, to the north, is the recently constructed Deerhaven subdivision. These homes are
two to three stories, depending upon lot slope, with pitched roofs and attached multi-car garages.
The site connects to the open space tract for Deerhaven at the northeast corner. The neighborhood
to the west consists of older residential that is predominately one-story with daylight basements or
underground garages, and modest two-story homes with low pitch roofs. The area to the south of
the site is zoned as open space and owned by the federal government. Immediately abutting the site
is a steep wooded hillside; at the top of the hill is the Willamette National Cemetery. Less than a
quarter mile to the east is Metro-owned open space.
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Zoning: Zoning on the site includes the Residential 10,000 (R10) base zone and the Environmental
Conservation overlay zone. The site is also within the Johnson Creek Basin Plan District, in the
South Subdistrict.
The R10 zone is intended to foster the development of single-dwelling residences on lots having a
minimum area of 6,000 square-feet and a maximum area of 17,000 square-feet. Newly created lots
must have a minimum density of 1 lot per 10,000 square-feet of site area.
The Johnson Creek Basin Plan District provides for the safe, orderly, and efficient development of
lands which are subject to a number of physical constraints, including significant natural resources,
steep and hazardous slopes, flood plains, wetlands, and the lack of streets, sewers, and water
services. At certain locations, the density of development is limited by applying special regulations
to new land division proposals. In addition, restrictions are placed on all new land uses and
activities to reduce stormwater runoff, provide groundwater recharge, reduce erosion, enhance
water quality, and retain and enhance native vegetation throughout the plan district.
Environmental overlay zones protect environmental resources and functional values that have been
identified by the City as providing benefits to the public. The environmental regulations encourage
flexibility and innovation in site planning and provide for development that is carefully designed to
preserve the site’s protected resources. They protect the most important environmental features and
resources while allowing environmentally sensitive urban development where resources are less
significant.
The site is also mapped within Portland’s potential landslide hazard area.
Environmental Resources: The application of the environmental overlay zones is based on
detailed studies that have been carried out within ten separate areas of the City. Environmental
resources and functional values present in environmental zones are described in environmental
inventory reports for these study areas.
The project site is mapped within the Johnson Creek Basin Protection Plan as Site #30. This area is
called the Boring Lava Domes area. The Lava Domes forest generally ranges from 60 to 100 yearold second growth stands in a mid-successional stage referred to as “conifer topping hardwood”.
This site is an important resource for the overall health of the watershed, because intact upland
forests are rare in the watershed, and because this forest connects upland resources of Mt. Scott to
tributaries of Johnson Creek through an onsite drainageway. Resources and functional values of
concern on the project site include wildlife habitat, slope/soil stabilization, water purification, storm
drainage, groundwater recharge, scenic, and seasonal creeks.
Land Use History: City records indicate that prior land use reviews include:
• LUR 01-00364 VA: Approval of a street vacation for a portion of SE Lexington Street.
• PR 04-093800 M37: Request for compensation or regulation waiver under Measure 37.
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Summary of Applicant’s Statement: The project purposes development to include the creation of
three single-dwelling residential lots with sufficient building coverage to construct accessible
dwellings on a single level, with a floor area consistent with the established character of the
neighborhood. The proposed lots range in size from 6,800 to 10,800 square-feet. Proposed
building coverage ranges from 3,000 to 3,500 square-feet. The yard setbacks are proposed to be 10
feet minimum and 25-feet maximum for the front yard, and 10-feet minimum for the side and rear
yards. The objective to develop homes having 3,000 to 3,500 square-feet of building coverage will
allow for a single level dwelling on each lot to meet the needs of persons with restricted mobility.
Agency Review: A “Request for Response” was mailed March 5, 2008. Several Bureaus and
agencies have responded to this proposal. Please see Exhibits E.1 through E.7 for details. The
comments are addressed under the appropriate criteria for review of the proposal.
Neighborhood Review: A Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood was mailed on April 1, 2008.
No written responses were received from either the Neighborhood Association or notified property
owners in response to the proposal prior to the issuance of the BDS staff report (Exhibit H.9). No
neighborhood testimony was offered at the public hearing; either pro or con.
ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
APPROVAL CRITERIA FOR LAND DIVISIONS IN OPEN SPACE AND RESIDENTIAL ZONES
33.660.120 The Preliminary Plan for a land division will be approved if the review body finds
that the Applicant has shown that all of the following approval criteria have been met.
The relevant criteria are found in Section 33.660.120 [A-L], Approval Criteria for Land
Divisions in Open Space and Residential Zones. Due to the specific location of this site, and the
nature of the proposal, some of the criteria are not applicable. The following table summarizes the
applicability of each criterion.
Criterion Code
Chapter
A
33.610
B
33.630

Topic

Applicability Findings

Lots
Trees

C

33.631

D

33.632

Flood Hazard
Area
Potential
Landslide
Hazard Area

Applicable - See findings below
Not applicable - No significant trees or trees
in excess of 6 inches in diameter located fully
on the site/outside of the environmental zone
on the site.
Not applicable - The site is not within the
flood hazard area.
Applicable - See findings below.
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Criterion Code
Chapter
E
33.633

F

33.634

G

H

33.635
.100
33.635
.200
33.636

I

33.639

J

33.640

K

33.641

L

33.651 33.654

G

Topic

Applicability Findings

Phased Land
Not applicable - A phased land division or
Division or
staged final plat has not been proposed.
Staged Final
Plat
Recreation Area Not applicable - This is not required where the
proposed density is less than 40 units.
Applicable - See findings below.
Clearing and
Grading
Applicable - See findings below.
Land
Suitability
Applicable - See findings below.
Tracts and
Easements
Solar Access
Not Applicable - All of the proposed parcels
are interior lots (not on a corner). In this
context, solar access standards express no lot
configuration preference.
Streams,
Not applicable - No streams, springs, or seeps
Springs, and
are evident on the site outside of an
Seeps
environmental zone.
Transportation Applicable - See findings below.
Impacts
Applicable - See findings below.
Services and
Utilities

Applicable Approval Criteria are:
A. Lots. The standards and approval criteria of Chapters 33.605 through 33.612 must be
met.
Findings: Chapter 33.610 contains the density and lot standards applicable in the RF through
R5 zones. These density and lot dimension standards ensure that lots are consistent with the
desired character of each zone, while allowing lots to vary in size and shape provided the
planned intensity of each zone is respected.
Density Standards
Density standards match housing density with the availability of services with the carrying
capacity of the land in order to promote efficient use of land, and maximize the benefits to the
public from investment in infrastructure and services. These standards promote development
opportunities for housing and promote urban densities in less developed areas. Maximum
densities ensure that the number of lots created does not exceed the intensity planned for the
area, given the base zone, overlay zone, and plan district regulations. Minimum densities ensure
that enough dwelling units can be developed to accommodate the projected need for housing.
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The method used to calculate density depends on whether a street is created as part of the land
division, and whether the site is subject to certain environmental constraints.
In this case, a street is not proposed or required, but the site is within the environmental zone
and potential landslide hazard area. Therefore, the minimum density for this site is as follows:
Minimum = 53,558 square-feet minus amount of site area in the environmental zone (53,558sf)
* .80) ÷ 10,000 square-feet = 0.
Section 33.537.140.E of the South subdistrict of the Johnson Creek Basin Plan District sets forth
the procedures for determining maximum density in this area. Land is divided into three
classes, I through III, based on slope characteristics and density is determined by land class.
Class I lands are located on slopes with a gradient of 30 percent or greater. Class II lands are
located on slopes with a gradient of 20 percent or greater, but less than 30 percent. Class III
lands are located on slopes with a gradient of less than 20 percent. The site of the proposed
development was measured for slope gradient using computer software and the topographic
survey. The maximum density was calculated as follows:

Land Class Characteristics and Density Restrictions (from Table 537-1)
Land Class
Maximum Density
Maximum Density
One-fourth the maximum density
17,430sf * .25 = 4,357.5sf
Class I lands
allowed in the base zone.
One-half the maximum density
22,369sf * .5 = 11,184.5sf
Class II lands
allowed in the base zone.
Maximum density allowed in
13,966sf * 1 = 13,966sf
Class III lands
base zone.
Total area = 29,508sf
Maximum = 29,508 square-feet/10,000 square-feet = 2.95 (which rounds up to a maximum of 3
lots, per 33.930.020.B)
The Applicant is proposing 3 lots. The density standards are therefore met.
Lot Dimensions
The lot dimension standards ensure that: (1) each lot has enough room for a reasonably-sized house
and garage; (2) lots are of a size and shape that development on each lot can meet the development
standards of the Zoning Code; (3) lots are not too large relative to the planned density; (4) each lot
has room for at least a small, private outdoor area; (5) lots are compatible with existing lots; (6) lots
are wide enough to allow development to orient toward the street; (7) lots do not narrow to an
unbuildable width close to the street; (8) each lot has adequate access from the street; (9) each lot
has access for utilities and services; and (10) lots are not landlocked.
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The dimensions of the proposed lots as compared to the required lot dimension standards are shown
in the following table (this information is found in Table 610-2 of the Zoning Code):
R10 Zone
Proposed Proposed Proposed
Requirement
Parcel 1
Parcel 2
Parcel 3
Minimum Lot Area
6,000 sf
10,800 sf
7,700 sf
6,800 sf
Maximum Lot Area
17,000 sf
Minimum Lot Width*
50 ft
129.42 ft
58 ft
109.77 ft
Minimum Lot Depth
60 ft
118 ft
93 ft
74 ft
Minimum Front Lot Line
30 ft
129.42 ft
58 ft
109.77 ft
* Width is measured at the minimum front building setback line. For sites in environmental zones,
the minimum setback is reduced to zero feet.
The findings above describe how the applicable lot standards are met. This criterion is therefore
met.
D. Potential Landslide Hazard Area. If any portion of the site is in a Potential Landslide
Hazard Area, the approval criteria of Chapter 33.632, Sites in Potential Landslide Hazard
Areas, must be met.
33.632.100 Landslide Hazard Area Approval Criterion
The following approval criterion must be met: Locate the lots, buildings, services and
utilities on the safest part of the site so that the risk of a landslide affecting the site,
adjacent sites, and sites directly across a street or alley from the site, is reasonably limited.
Determination of whether the proposed layout and design reasonably limits the risk of a
landslide will include evaluation of the Landslide Hazard Study and will take into
consideration accepted industry standards for factor of safety. Alternative development
options including alternative housing types and reduced density may be required in order
to limit the risk to a reasonable level.
Findings: The entire site is located within the Potential Landslide Hazard Area. The approval
criteria state that the lots, buildings, services, and utilities must be located on the safest part of
the site, so that the risk of a landslide affecting the site, adjacent sites, and sites directly across a
street or alley from the site is reasonably limited.
In order to evaluate the proposal against this criterion, the Applicant has submitted a
geotechnical evaluation of the site and proposed land division, prepared by a Certified
Engineering Geologist and a Geotechnical Engineer (Exhibit A.3). That report was evaluated
by the Site Development Division of the Bureau of Development Services, the City agency that
makes determinations regarding soil stability.
The Applicant’s geotechnical evaluation indicates that the risk of potential landslide hazard at
the site is relatively low, given the soil composition, topography, and other risk factors. The
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proposed land division will result in lots, buildings, services, and utilities that will not
significantly increase the risk of landslide potential on the site or other properties in the vicinity
of the site. In addition, the geotechnical evaluation found that the Applicant’s proposed method
of stormwater disposal at the site will not have a significant detrimental impact on the slope
stability on or around the site. This conclusion was reached because there is an existing
drainage on site that can handle the stormwater generated from new development. This is
discussed further later in this report under the findings for "Stormwater Management Approval
Criteria."
Site Development concurred with the findings of the Applicant’s geotechnical report, but notes
that further geotechnical evaluation will be required for the use of permeable paving at the time
of construction plan review. The Hearings Officer concurs with the geotechnical report and the
Site Development perspective. The Hearings Officer finds that this criterion is met.
G. Clearing, Grading and Land Suitability. The approval criteria of Chapter 33.635,
Clearing, Grading and Land Suitability must be met.
The approval criteria of Chapter 33.635 are found in two groups – clearing and grading, and land
suitability.
33.635.100 – Clearing and Grading
A.

B.
C.

D.
E.

Existing contours and drainage patterns of the site must be left intact wherever
practicable. Where alteration to existing drainage patterns is proposed, it must not
adversely impact adjacent properties by significantly increasing volume of runoff or
erosion;
Clearing and grading should be sufficient for construction of development shown on
the Preliminary Clearing and Grading Plan;
Clearing and grading should be limited to areas of the site that are reasonably
necessary for construction of development shown on the Preliminary Clearing and
Grading Plan;
Topsoil must be preserved on site to the extent practicable for use on the site after
grading is complete; and
Soil stockpiles must be kept on the site and located in areas designated for clearing and
grading as much as is practicable.
Findings: The regulations of Chapter 33.635 ensure that the proposed clearing and grading
is reasonable given the infrastructure needs, site conditions, tree preservation requirements,
and limit the impacts of erosion and sedimentation to help protect water quality and aquatic
habitat.
The site has steep grades (over 20%), and is located in the Potential Landslide Hazard area.
Therefore, the clearing and grading associated with preparation of the lots must occur in a
way that will limit erosion concerns, and assure that the preserved trees on the site will not
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be disturbed. The Applicant’s Geotechnical Report describes how clearing and grading
should occur on the site to minimize erosion risks.
A Preliminary Clearing and Grading Plan was submitted with the land division application
(Exhibit C.4) that shows grading work limited to the area necessary for utility construction.
The Preliminary Clearing and Grading Plan does not show erosion control measures, but it
does identify limits of disturbance and tree protection fencing. Topsoil will be stockpiled
within the area identified for clearing. Following the recommendations of the Landslide
Hazard Study will help to limit erosion and sedimentation concerns.
It is anticipated that additional grading will take place for excavation of new house
foundations at the time that building permits are issued. No mass grading of the site is
necessary or proposed. Therefore, the existing contours will be preserved.
Stormwater runoff from the lots will be managed through the use of flow-through planters
with outfalls directed to the drainageway in proposed Tract A. The Bureau of Development
Services and Bureau of Environmental Services reviewed this plan to assure that the runoff
will not adversely impact adjacent properties (see detailed discussion of stormwater
management later in this decision).
As shown above, the clearing and grading anticipated to occur on the site can meet the
approval criteria. At the time of building permit submittal on the individual lots a clearing,
grading and erosion control plans must be submitted to the Site Development Section of the
Bureau of Development Services. Site Development will review the grading plan against
the Applicant’s Landslide Hazard Study as well as any additional geotechnical information
required at the time of permit submittal, to assure that the grading will not create any erosion
risks. In addition, the plans will be reviewed for compliance with the Johnson Creek Basin
Plan District tree preservation requirements. An arborist report may be required at that time
to demonstrate that grading activities will occur in such a way as to meet the tree protection
requirements. With a condition requiring compliance with the Preliminary Clearing and
Grading Plan, the Hearings Officer finds that this criteria is met.
33.635.200 – Land Suitability
Where geologic conditions or historic uses of the site indicate a hazard may exist, the
Applicant must show that the proposed land division will result in lots that are suitable for
development. The Applicant may be required to make specific improvements in order to
make the lots suitable for their intended uses and the provision of services and utilities.
Findings: The site is vacant, and there is no record of any other use in the past. As indicated in
the Geotechnical Report, geologic and seismic hazards at the site are not likely if developed as
proposed. The Site Development Review Section reviewed the Applicant’s geotechnical report
and noted that there is not enough information at this time to approve the proposed use of
permeable paving for the driveways. The Applicant’s narrative proposes permeable paving,
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although it is not necessary for the development of the lots or required as part of this review.
Therefore, there are no anticipated land suitability issues and the new lots can be considered
suitable for new development. With a condition that the Applicant meet the requirements of the
Site Development review section for the use of permeable paving, if it is proposed at the time of
permitting, the Hearings Officer finds that this criterion is met.
H. Tracts and easements. The standards of Chapter 33.636, Tracts and Easements must be
met;
33.636.100 Requirements for Tracts and Easements
A. Ownership of tracts. Tracts must be owned as follows unless otherwise specified in this
Title or the land use decision:
1. The owners of property served by the tract, or by any other individual or group of
people. When the tract is owned by more than one person it must be held in
common with an undivided interest;
2. The Homeowner’s Association for the area served by the tract;
3. A public or private non-profit organization; or
4. The City or other jurisdiction.
Findings: The proposal includes a Tract A: Common Open Space (Environmental
Resource). The Applicant has proposed that the tract be owned in common by the owners of
Lots 1 through 3. With a condition for common ownership, this criterion can be met.
B. Maintenance agreement. The Applicant must record with the County Recorder a
maintenance agreement that commits the owners or owners’ designee to maintain all
elements of the tract or easement; however, facilities within the tract or easement that
will be maintained by a specified City agency may be recorded in a separate
maintenance agreement. The maintenance agreement must be approved by BDS and
the City Attorney in advance of Final Plat approval and must be submitted to the
County Recorder to be recorded with the Final Plat. For a Planned Development not
done in conjunction with a land division, the maintenance agreement must be
submitted to the County Recorder to be recorded prior to issuance of the first
building permit related to the development.
Findings: The following easements are proposed and/or required for this land division:
• A Private Sanitary Sewer Easement is required across the relevant portions of Lot 1, for
a sanitary sewer lateral connection that will serve Lot 2.
• A Private Sanitary Sewer Easement is required across the relevant portions of Lot 1 and
2, for a sanitary sewer lateral connection that will serve Lot 3.
As stated in Section 33.636.100 of the Zoning Code, a maintenance agreement(s) will be
required describing maintenance responsibilities for the tract and easements described above
and facilities within those areas. This criterion can be met with the condition that a
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maintenance agreement(s) is prepared and recorded with the final plat. In addition, the plat
must reference the recorded maintenance agreement(s) with a recording block for each
agreement, substantially similar to the following example:
“A Declaration of Maintenance agreement for (name of feature) has been recorded as
document no. ___________, Multnomah County Deed Records.”
With the conditions of approval discussed above, the Hearings Officer finds that this
criterion is met.
K. Transportation impacts. The approval criteria of Chapter 33.641, Transportation
Impacts, must be met; and,
The relevant approval criteria of Chapter 33.641 are found in the two paragraphs below.
33.641.020. The transportation system must be capable of safely supporting the proposed
development in addition to the existing uses in the area. Evaluation factors include: street
capacity and level-of-service; vehicle access and loading; on-street parking impacts; the
availability of transit service and facilities and connections to transit; impacts on the
immediate and adjacent neighborhoods; and safety for all modes.
33.641.030. The Applicant may meet the criterion in Section 33.641.020, above, by
including mitigation measures as part of the land division proposal. Mitigation measures
must be acceptable to the City Engineer and may include providing transportation
demand management measures, an access management plan, constructing streets or
bicycle, pedestrian, or transit facilities on or off the site or other capital improvement
projects such as traffic calming devices.
Findings: The regulations of Chapter 33.641 allow the traffic impacts caused by dividing and
then developing land to be identified, evaluated, and mitigated for if necessary. Small land
divisions involving only a few dwelling units may not require a formal transportation impact
study, while it might be required for larger projects (Title 17 includes technical standards
describing when a more formal study is required).
The site has approximately 322 feet of frontage on SE Lexington Street. Southeast Lexington
Street is classified as a local service street for all modes in the Transportation System Plan. TriMet provides transit service approximately half a mile from the site on SE Mt. Scott Boulevard
via bus #19. Parking is currently allowed on SE Lexington, on both sides. The site is vacant,
and there are no existing off-street parking spaces on the site.
Southeast Lexington is improved with a paved roadway, curbs on both sides, and a sidewalk
extending half-way around the cul-de-sac. There is also an existing retaining wall within the
right-of-way that extends across 115 feet of the site frontage. In reviewing this land division,
Portland Transportation relies on accepted civil and traffic engineering standards and
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specifications to determine if existing street improvements for motor vehicles, pedestrians and
bicyclists can safely and efficiently serve the proposed new development. In this case, Portland
Transportation determined that sidewalk improvements must be made around the portion of the
cul-de-sac adjacent to the Applicant’s site in order to ensure that safe pedestrian travel is
possible within the proposed development. No sidewalk along the remainder of SE Lexington
will be required due to the retaining wall. A separate street job permit from the City Engineer
will be required. A bond and contract ensuring these improvements will be constructed is
required prior to final plat approval. With those improvements, three dwellings can be safely
served by this existing street without having any significant impact on the level of service
provided.
With the conditions of approval described above, this criterion is met.
L. Services and utilities. The regulations and criteria of Chapters 33.651 through 33.654,
which address services and utilities, must be met.
Findings: Chapters 33.651 through 33.654 address water service standards, sanitary sewer
disposal standards, stormwater management, utilities and rights-of-way.
•

The water standards of 33.651 have been verified per Exhibit E.3. Water is available to
serve the proposed development from the existing 6-inch and 4-inch fair share water mains
in SE Lexington Street. The site has no existing metered water services. The Applicant
must purchase separate metered water service for Lots 1, 2, and 3 at the time of building
permit application.

•

The sanitary sewer standards of 33.652 have been verified per Exhibit E.1. There is an
existing 8-inch CSP public sanitary main located in SE Lexington Street that terminates
approximately 125 feet west of the site. The nearest available sewer is located in SE 120th
Place that can serve the sanitary needs of the proposed lots. The submitted utility plan
(Exhibit C.3) shows the existing sanitary manhole at the intersection of SE Lexington and
SE 120th Place. The Applicant proposes to extend a main from that manhole to a new
manhole (labeled ss on the plan) then to a clean out. The Bureau of Environmental Services
has indicated that a public works permit will be required for this work prior to final plat
approval.
The Applicant’s proposal includes pumping the private sewer connections for Lots 2 and 3
across Lot 1 in an easement. If an easement is provided, it must be shown on the Final Plat
and a Maintenance Agreement for the easement must be submitted for approval by BDS and
the City Attorney and must be recorded with the Final Plat.

•

The technical standards of Chapter 33.653 related to stormwater management have been
verified. The findings below for the Stormwater Management Approval Criteria of
33.653.020 incorporate a discussion of how the technical standards have been satisfied by
the Applicant’s stormwater proposal.
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Right of Way Approval Criteria
Chapter 33.654 contains standards and approval criteria for rights of way. Due to the location
of this site, and the type of street that is proposed, some of the criteria are not applicable. The
following table summarizes the applicability of each criterion.
•

Chapter 33.654 includes technical standards related to proposed public and private
rights of way, including improvements within streets, pedestrian connections, common
greens, and alleys. However, no new streets, pedestrian connections, common greens,
or alleys are proposed and the Bureau of Transportation Engineering and Development
is not requiring a street or pedestrian connection through the land division site.
Southeast Lexington Street was vacated beyond this site and a north-south connection is
not feasible due to the extreme topography, nor desirable because it would not be able
to extend beyond this site due to the federally-owned land to the south. As a result, the
remaining standards and approval criteria related to street connectivity, location, and
design are not applicable.

Code Section
33.654.110.B.1

33.654.110.B.2
33.654.110.B.3

33.654.110.B.4
33.654.120.C.1

33.654.120.C.3.c
33.654.120.D
33.654.120.E
33.654.120.F
33.654.120.G
33.654.130.A

Topic
Through streets
and pedestrian
connections

Applicability Findings
Not applicable—no new streets, pedestrian
connections are proposed and the Bureau of
Transportation is not requiring a street or
pedestrian connection.
Dead end streets
Not applicable - No dead end streets are
proposed.
Pedestrian
Not applicable - The site is not located within
connections in the an I zone.
I zones
Alleys in all
Not applicable – No alleys are proposed or
zones
required.
Width of the
Not applicable – The proposal includes a
street right-ofcommon green/shared court/pedestrian
way
connection instead of a traditional street.
Turnarounds
Not applicable – No turnarounds are proposed
or required.
Common Greens Not applicable – No common greens are
proposed or required.
Pedestrian
Not applicable – There are no pedestrian
Connections
connections proposed or required.
Alleys
Not applicable – No alleys are proposed or
required.
Shared Courts
Not applicable – No shared courts are proposed
or required.
Utilities
Not applicable – No new utilities in rights of
way are proposed.
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Code Section
33.654.130.B

33.654.130.C

33.654.130.D

Topic
Extension of
existing public
dead-end streets
and pedestrian
connections
Future extension
of proposed deadend streets and
pedestrian
connections
Partial rights-ofway

Applicability Findings
Not applicable – There are no existing public
dead-end street or pedestrian connections
adjacent to the site.

Not applicable – No street extensions are
required to serve abutting sites that are further
dividable.

Not applicable – No partial public streets are
proposed or required.

33.653.020 Stormwater Management Approval Criteria
A. If a stormwater tract is proposed or required, an adequate amount of land and an
appropriate location must be designated on the Preliminary Plan; and
B. The application must show that a stormwater management system can be designed
that will provide adequate capacity for the expected amount of stormwater.
Findings: No stormwater tract is proposed or required. Therefore, criterion A is not
applicable.
The City of Portland requires that stormwater from development be cleaned and disposed of
in a manner that meets the requirements of the City’s Stormwater Management Manual. In
order to meet this approval criterion, land division proposals must demonstrate an approved
method of cleaning (water quality treatment), detention (delayed release), and an approved
disposal point.
The Stormwater Management Manual contains a hierarchy of acceptable methods of
stormwater treatment and disposal. The hierarchy requires that Applicants first explore the
use of methods that have a lower potential impact on groundwater, such as on-site surface
infiltration swales and infiltration planters. If these methods are not feasible on a site,
Applicants may move lower on the hierarchy, to methods that inject water deeper into the
ground through mechanical devices such as drywells or sumps, or carry it off of the site into
storm sewers, drainageways, or other approved disposal points.
In addition to determining appropriate treatment and disposal methods by working through
the hierarchy in the Stormwater Management Manual, stormwater facilities must be sized,
through engineering calculations, to accommodate the expected amounts of stormwater. In
some cases, sizing a stormwater facility necessitates testing the infiltration rate of the soil at
the site.
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The Applicant has proposed the following stormwater management methods (Exhibits A.1,
A.4, A.8 and C.3), and the Bureaus have responded as follows (Exhibits E.1 and E.5):
•

Public Street Improvements: As a condition of this land use approval, the Office of
Transportation requires the Applicant to improve a portion of the site frontage to City
standards with sidewalks (discussed earlier in this report). BES has noted that there is an
existing inlet in SE Lexington Street at the end of the cul-de-sac that leads to a public
system that can accommodate the stormwater from the required frontage improvements.
If the improvements in the public right-of-way exceed 500 square-feet of impervious
surface, stormwater from these new impervious areas will need to be directed into an
infiltration swale before connecting to the public system. The calculated area of the new
sidewalk is 205 square-feet. Only the driveway from proposed Lot 1 will drain towards
the street, adding another 180 square-feet in the right-of-way, for a total less than 500
square-feet.

•

Lots 1-3: Stormwater from these lots will be directed into flow-through planters that
remove pollutants and suspended solids. The water will drain from the planters to
individual outfalls in Tract A. Each lot has sufficient size for individual planter boxes,
and the Bureau of Environmental Services has indicated that the treated water can be
directed to the existing drainageway in proposed Tract A.

With the conditions of approval described above, the stormwater management criteria are
met. As shown by the findings above, the Services and Utilities criteria are met.
APPROVAL CRITERIA FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW AND MODIFICATIONS
33.430.250 Approval Criteria
An environmental review application will be approved if the review body finds that the
Applicant has shown that all of the applicable approval criteria are met. When
environmental review is required because a proposal does not meet one or more of the
development standards of Section 33.430.140 through .170, then the approval criteria will only
be applied to the aspect of the proposal that does not meet the development standard or
standards.
Findings: The proposed subdivision does not meet the following development standards:
• 33.430.160.D – disturbance area
• 33.430.160.F – tree removal
• 33.430.140.K – tree replacement
The approval criteria which apply to the proposed new subdivision are found in Section
33.430.250.A. The Applicant has provided findings for these approval criteria and BDS Land Use
Services staff recommended revisions and added conditions, where necessary, to meet the approval
criteria. The Hearings Officer modified BDS findings further and they are included below.
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A. Public safety facilities, roads, driveways, walkways, outfalls, utilities, land divisions,
Property Line Adjustments, Planned Developments and Planned Unit Developments. Within
the resource areas of environmental zones, the Applicant’s impact evaluation must
demonstrate that all of the general criteria in Paragraph A.1 and the applicable specific
criteria of Paragraphs A.2, 3, or 4, below, have been met:
1. General criteria for public safety facilities, roads, driveways, walkways, outfalls, utilities,
land divisions, Property Line Adjustments, Planned Developments and Planned Unit
Developments;
a. Proposed development locations, designs, and construction methods have the least
significant detrimental impact to identified resources and functional values of other
practicable and significantly different alternatives including alternatives outside the
resource area of the environmental zone;
b. There will be no significant detrimental impact on resources and functional values in
areas designated to be left undisturbed;
3. Roads, driveways, walkways, outfalls, and utilities;
a. The location, design, and construction method of any outfall or utility proposed within
the resource area of an environmental protection zone has the least significant
detrimental impact to the identified resources and functional values of other
practicable alternatives including alternatives outside the resource area of the
environmental protection zone;
b. There will be no significant detrimental impact on water bodies for the migration,
rearing, feeding, or spawning of fish; and
c. Water bodies are crossed only when there are no practicable alternatives with fewer
significant detrimental impacts.
4.
Land divisions, Property Line Adjustments, Planned Developments and Planned Unit
Developments.
a. Proposed uses and development must be outside the resource area of the
Environmental Protection zone except as provided under Paragraph A.3 above. Other
resource areas of Environmental Protection zones must be in environmental resource
tracts;
b. There are no practicable arrangements for the proposed lots, tracts, roads, or parcels
within the same site, that would allow for the provision of significantly more of the
building sites, vehicular access, utility service areas, and other development on lands
outside resource areas of a conservation zone; and
c. Development, including building sites, vehicular access and utilities, within the
resource area of a conservation zone must have the least amount of detrimental impact
on identified resources and functional values as is practicable. Significantly different
but practicable development alternatives, including alternative housing types or a
reduction in the number of proposed or required units or lots, may be required if the
alternative will have less impact on the identified resources and functional values than
the proposed development.
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Findings: These criteria require the Applicant to demonstrate that alternatives were
considered during the design process, that there are no practicable alternatives that would be
less detrimental to the identified resources and functional values, and requires the protection
of resources outside of the proposed disturbance area from impacts related to the proposal,
such as, damage to vegetation, erosion of soils off the site, and downstream impacts to water
quality and fish habitat from increased stormwater runoff and erosion off the site. (See
Portland Zoning Code Section 33.910 for definitions of the term significant detrimental
impact).
The entire site is within the Environmental Conservation overlay zone. Consequently,
alternatives completely outside the resource area of the environmental zone are not
practicable, and there are no possible arrangements of lots that would allow more of the
building sites, vehicle access, or utility service on lands outside the environmental zone.
There are no new roads proposed, and all utility connections will be made from SE
Lexington Street. The site is not within a designated environmental protection (“p”)
overlay zone and no water bodies are crossed. Therefore 33.430.250 A.3.a, A.3.c, and A.4.a
do not apply to this proposal. Note: the site is within the environmental conservation (“c”)
zone.
With regards to the remaining criteria listed above, the Applicant provided a detailed
alternatives analysis that can be found in the application case file in Exhibit A.1, A.4, and
A.8, and is summarized below.
Location and Design:
The Applicant considered a total of 10 development alternatives. Two of the alternatives
(A. & B.) exceed the maximum allowed density the Johnson Creek Basin Plan District and
are therefore, not practicable. Alternative H. considered one multi-dwelling structure of four
stories, with one residential unit per story and a level of parking. While this option
technically would require the least amount of disturbance area, a Planned Development
Review would be triggered which looks at compatibility with the surrounding area. This
housing type would be radically inconsistent with the character of the neighborhood. For
this reason and because of the added cost of mid-rise construction, elevator access, reduced
accessibility, and reduced safety, this alternative was ultimately deemed not practicable.
Alternative I. examined constructing just one single-family home. The Applicant’s narrative
erroneously estimated that 70 percent of the lot could be disturbed through an
Environmental Review for one home. However, this alternative remains impractical,
because it is the Applicant’s desire to divide the land and there alternatives exist that meet
the maximum density, as well as the approval criteria for Environmental Review.
The remaining six alternatives all include three lots of various sizes. Plan J. results in the
smallest amount of disturbance area, while still meeting the Applicant’s stated project
purpose of creating single-level accessible dwellings. The three proposed lots will
maximize the use of existing frontage along SE Lexington Street, by clustering development
as close to the street as practicable. The three lots will occupy approximately 47 percent of
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the site area, while 53 percent of the site area will be placed into a common open space tract.
This tract will include the drainage swale crossing the site, as well as the steeply sloped area
to the southeast of the drainageway. Site grading will be limited to the area designated as
lots, all northwest of the drainageway. Plan J. also results in more trees being preserved in
the open space tract. Tree removal would be allowed throughout the lot areas, subject to the
limitations of the Johnson Creek Basin Plan District.
Alternative J. is consistent with the characteristics of the adjacent Deerhaven development,
approved through case files LUR 99-00090 SU PU EN AD, and LU 02-121185 EN PU AD.
The Deerhaven subdivision includes 39 lots that range in size from 7,162 square-feet to
9,119 square-feet. The lots proposed through Alternative J. are 6,800, 7,700, and 10,300
square-feet. While the lot size range is greater, the average size is actually less for
Alternative J. The protected open space of the Deerhaven development occupies 51 percent
of the site, compared to 53 percent for Alternative J.
The three proposed lots are clustered to the northwest of the drainage swale. Water service
laterals will be extended in the SE Lexington Street right-of-way to each lot frontage.
Sanitary sewer service for Lot 1 will be provided from an extended public sewer line in SE
Lexington. Sanitary sewer service lines for Lots 2 and 3 will be located in a private utility
easement on the north side of Lots 1 and 2, and then to the extended sewer main in SE
Lexington. Because Lots 2 and 3 are downhill from Lot 1, the development on these lots
will employ standard grinder-pump type systems. These systems are small enough to be
located in a crawl space or setback alongside a building. Gas, electric, and
telecommunication lines are currently stubbed at the northwest corner of the property and
will be extended to each lot in a private utility easement, also along the north side of the lot.
There is no alternative utility placement or system (i.e. Septic Tank Effluent Pumping
system) that would have less impact to identified resources and functional values than the
current proposal.
The Applicant has proposed to manage stormwater through the use of individual flowthrough planter boxes with separate outfalls to the drainage in Tract A. The Site
Development Section of the Bureau of Development Services does not recommend on-site
infiltration of stormwater and supports the use of planters with outfalls. The Bureau of
Environmental Services has identified three options for stormwater disposal after it meets
the treatment requirements of the Stormwater Management Manual: each proposed lot with
a pipe outfall to riprap in Tract A (proposed); each lot connecting to one pipe with one
outfall to riprap in Tract A; or each lot connecting to one pipe connecting to the storm-only
line in the SE Lexington Street. The Applicant has indicated that consolidating the
discharge by piping to a single point would have three times the flow and hence a greater
risk of causing erosion as a single point. While three pipes and riprap pads may initially
create more disturbance, it is a better long-term solution. With three smaller and dispersed
discharge points, the peak runoff volume will be reduced and impact to downstream
channels reduced.
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The Bureau of Transportation Engineering and Development indicated that sidewalk
improvements are required to continue around the bulb of the cul-de-sac. If these
improvements, along with the portion of the driveways in the public right-of-way, exceed
500 square-feet of impervious surface area, a stormwater treatment facility will also be
necessary. Since the sidewalk improvements and associated stormwater treatment will all
take place within the existing public right-of-way that is already used by automobile traffic,
these improvements are exempt from this review (33.430.080.D.2).
The elevation of the north side of proposed Lot 1 is up to 15-feet higher than the Lexington
Street pavement, and is supported by an existing eco-block retaining wall. Due to the
presence of this retaining wall, Lot 1 must be wide enough to accommodate driveway access
at the east end of the wall. The steep nature of the site topography at this point also
necessitates that the driveway climb up and to the center portion of the site. This angled
driveway access results in a larger lot area for Lot 1 than the other two lots. The ground
elevation at the right-of-way frontage for Lots 2 and 3 is near the level of the existing street
pavement and allows for a short driveway directly to the future houses. Because Lots 2 and
3 have more direct access from the street, these lot sizes have been reduced and pulled away
from the drainage swale.
Alternative J. will preserve most of the larger trees, and a little better than one half of the
property in an open space tract. The proposed lot layout creates a large contiguous area of
preserved forest and wildlife habitat in the environmental resource tract. The proposed
Tract A will directly abut the preserved open space for the Deerhaven subdivision. The tract
location and design maintains an important wildlife migration corridor that stretches across
this site, abutting federally owned property, private property, and Metro open space.
Construction Methods: Construction management techniques are necessary to prevent
impacts on identified resources and functional values designated to be left undisturbed,
including on any downstream waterbodies for the migration, rearing, feeding or spawning of
fish. In this case, the construction management plan must take slope stability and erosion
control into careful consideration as the property is within the City’s Potential Landslide
Hazard Area.
The City’s Bureau of Development Services Site Development Section commented on
construction management considerations for this project. They requested clear definition of
the limits of construction disturbance, identification of the location and type of tree
protection to be installed, erosion control devices, and pre-issuance field meetings. See
Exhibits E.5 and E.7 for details. To ensure that all construction impacts, including erosion
and landslide hazard, are minimized and kept completely within areas designated for
development, these requirements must be followed in the Applicant’s final construction
management plan.
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Construction practices relevant to this criterion must include:
• Areas to be preserved will be protected by construction fencing indicating that
construction, vehicular access, and storage are not to occur there.
• Equipment and materials will be staged on the lots within designated disturbance areas.
• Tree removal prior to issuance of building permits on the individual lots, may only occur
as shown on the Preliminary Clearing and Grading Plan (Exhibit C.4). Tree protection
fencing must be installed, as shown, to protect the remaining trees on Lots 1 through 3.
• Vegetation outside the limits of disturbance must be protected. A Final Tree Protection
Plan must be submitted at final plat review to show trees located within 20-feet of all
disturbance areas in environmental zones, and to clearly delineate tree protection fences
that will protect all trees indicated to be preserved on the Construction Management Plan
(Exhibit C.5). Tree species and size must be indicated on this plan. An Arborist Report
must be submitted if any of the root protection zones extend into disturbance areas.
• The building contractor must place silt fences within the perimeters of the construction
disturbance area (as shown on Exhibit C.5) prior to the commencement of construction
activities. The sedimentation fence will remain in place until all the construction
activities are completed. The silt fencing must be located within approved disturbance
areas.
• Pre-issuance field meetings are required before building permits for new single
dwellings are issued for each of the lots.
In addition to the construction management practices described above to protect resources
designated to be left undisturbed, the Applicant proposes a 28,258 square-foot
environmental resource tract. Additional native trees and shrubs will be planted in the tract
to buffer the drainageway from future development, enhance wildlife habitat, and provide
additional slope protection. Environmental resources within this tract will be protected from
future development impacts, and such protective language will be recorded on the Final Plat.
The Applicant has shown that the proposed Alternative J. has the fewest impacts, as
compared with other practicable alternatives; and that, with additional conditions for
construction management, there will not be significant impacts beyond the approved
disturbance areas, including on downstream water bodies. With conditions for construction
management methods, the Hearings Officer finds these criteria are met.
A.1.c. The mitigation plan demonstrates that all significant detrimental impacts on resources
and functional values will be compensated for;
A.1.d. Mitigation will occur within the same watershed as the proposed use or development
and within the Portland city limits except when the purpose of the mitigation could be better
provided elsewhere; and
A.1.e. The Applicant owns the mitigation site; possesses a legal instrument that is approved
by the City (such as an easement or deed restriction) sufficient to carry out and ensure the
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success of the mitigation program; or can demonstrate legal authority to acquire property
through eminent domain.
Findings: These criteria require the Applicant to assess unavoidable impacts and propose
mitigation that is proportional to the impacts, as well as sufficient in character and quantity to
replace all lost resource functions and values.
Impacts resulting from this proposal include temporary and permanent impacts associated with
construction of the lots and stormwater outfalls. The lots and future development reduce wildlife
habitat, increase impervious surface, and reduce the overall scenic character of the area. The
stormwater outfalls have the potential to impact pollution and nutrient retention/removal, sediment
trapping and erosion control from the construction and disturbance area.
The Applicant identified 65 trees within the lot areas (Exhibit C.6) Proposed Development Site
Plan). The environmental regulations consider lots as disturbance area and treat these trees as if they
will be removed. The Johnson Creek Basin Plan District is more restrictive with regards to tree
removal and the total amount of tree removal on the lots will be directly related to the prints of the
future development. Trees to be removed range in size from 6 to 37 inches in diameter. There are
also several large multi-stemmed trees. In addition to removal of up to 65 trees, permanent
developable areas will be created of 25,300 square-feet.
To replace the 65 trees within the proposed lots, Zoning Code Development Standard 33.430.140 K
requires 151 trees and 141 shrubs to be planted. The Applicant proposes to plant 74 trees and 150
shrubs (Exhibit C.7). To offset the impacts of permanent development in the environmental zone,
the Applicant proposes to create a 28,258 square-foot environmental resource tract that will also
include the onsite drainageway.
The Applicant’s planting proposal lacks the number of trees required by Zoning Code Chapter
33.430, because the resource tract area is already forested with numerous big leaf maples, red alder,
Douglas firs, and black cottonwood trees. In fact, there are 44 mature trees, ranging in trunk
diameter from 8 to 31 inches, occupying the 28,258 square-foot tract area. Compensating for tree
removal with additional shrubs or groundcover plants in the tract area is not sufficient either, as the
site has a very healthy and diverse understory. The majority of the proposed trees and shrubs will
be located around the drainage swale to further buffer it from the proposed lots. This is identified as
Zone A on the mitigation plan (Exhibit C.7). Zone B is a steep, forested hillside with a thick
groundcover of sword ferns. Eleven Douglas firs are proposed in Zone B to anchor the hillside
above the drainage.
The Bureau of Environmental Services indicated that in order to fully mitigate for the loss of
resources onsite, the Applicant should allow native plants to be salvaged to the fullest extent
practicable. The Applicant contacted the Johnson Creek Watershed Council and the Council has
indicated that they have volunteers capable of salvaging plants for use elsewhere in the watershed.
With a condition requiring the Applicant to allow the Johnson Creek Watershed Council to salvage
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plants prior to utility construction, the mitigation plan will compensate for impacts at the site for the
following reasons:
• The resource preservation area exceeds the total proposed disturbance area.
• The interface between the proposed lots and resource areas will be buffered with the mitigation
plantings.
• Trees removed will be replaced with a variety of trees, shrubs, and groundcovers, improving
wildlife cover, nesting, roosting, and feeding habitat in the resource tract.
• Over 25,000 square-feet of valuable native plant species will be used to enhance other areas of
the watershed.
• The plantings will provide pollution control and nutrient retention and removal, sediment
trapping and erosion control.
• The plantings recommended, below, for the stormwater outfalls will prevent erosion,
downcutting, and protect slope stability.
Outfalls are proposed which have riprap pads to assist with stormwater dissipation. The disturbance
areas for these improvements have not been proposed for replanting. Disturbance areas for these
outfalls in the environmental resource tract must be vegetated with the following to provide
vegetative cover to reduce the possibility of erosion in the open space tract:
• 3 different native shrub species are required at a minimum 1-gallon size or bare root, planter at a
density of 3 plants per 10 square-feet.
• The remaining area must be planted with native groundcover using a minimum of 4-inch pots at
a density of 8 plants per 10 square-feet.
• The riprap pad must be planted with live stakes of native plant stock, one-half inch in diameter.
Stakes must be installed at a density of 2 to 3 stakes per square-yard.
Often, grading and construction of infrastructure are completed during the summer months. This
time of the year is not appropriate to install mitigation plantings, because of the heat and dry soil
conditions. It is typically best to install mitigation plants between October 1 and March 31, when
the weather is cooler and soil is moist. Mitigation plantings should be included as part of the Site
Development Permit for the utility installation. In the event that inspection of improvements occurs
outside of the planting season, the Applicant can obtain a Zoning Permit for the purpose of
inspection of the mitigation plantings.
Due to the large number of plants to be installed, the Site Development Review Section requested
that the Applicant be required, as part of the permit, to submit third party landscape verification. To
meet this requirement, a registered landscape architect, a registered landscape contractor, or the
designer of record must certify that all the required mitigation plantings were installed as required.
After installation, a Landscape Certification Form to this effect must be signed by the registered
landscape professional. The signed Landscape Certification Form shall be submitted to the Site
Development Section of the Bureau of Development Services, confirming that all required
mitigation plantings have been installed in accordance with these conditions of approval.
As assurance that the plantings will be installed, the Applicant must provide a performance
guarantee prior to final plat, for the installation of the mitigation plantings and five years of
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monitoring. The performance guarantee must meet the requirements of Section 33.700.050. This
section requires the amount of performance to be equal to at least 110 percent of the estimated cost
of performance. The Applicant must provide estimates by three contractors with their names and
addresses. The estimates must include as separate items all materials, labor, and any other costs.
Monitoring and Maintenance:
The Zoning Code requires that shrubs and trees to be planted will survive until maturity. Monitoring
and maintenance of the plantings for a period of five years will ensure survival during the most
critical period of establishment of new plantings. 100 percent of the planted trees must survive the
five-year monitoring period, or be replaced. Maintaining shrub and groundcover survival so that 80
percent of the planted areas are covered by native vegetation will ensure a healthy understory is
established. Limiting intrusion into planted areas by invasive species, as well as providing water
during the dry summer months, for the first few years, will also help to ensure survival of the
mitigation plantings. Documentation of these monitoring and maintenance practices should be
included in an annual monitoring report for a period of five years to demonstrate success of the
mitigation plan.
To ensure that the monitoring and maintenance responsibilities are carried out, the Applicant must
provide the Pleasant Valley Neighborhood Association a copy of the annual monitoring and
maintenance reports that are submitted to the city to fulfill monitoring and maintenance
requirements.
Mitigation plantings must be installed as part of the Site Development permit required for grading
of the site in preparation for utility installation. The plant salvage should take place at this same
time. The Site Development permit must be applied for prior to final plat approval.
The Applicant owns the mitigation site currently and the proposed resource tract will be owned in
common by the owners of Lots 1-3. The owners of Lots 1-3 will ultimately own the resource tract
and jointly be responsible for mitigation plantings. Therefore, with conditions of approval for
mitigation plantings, monitoring, plant salvage and surety these criteria can be met.
33.430.280 Modifications Which Will Better Meet Environmental Review Requirements
The review body may consider adjustments for site-related development standards as part of
the environmental review process. These modifications are done as part of the environmental
review process and are not required to go through the adjustment process. In order to
approve these modifications, the review body must find that the development will result in
greater protection of the resources and functional values identified on the site and will, on
balance, be consistent with the purpose of the applicable regulations.
Findings: The Applicant requested two modifications to site-related development standards as part
of the application.
1. Maximum building coverage in the R10 zone. Section 33.110.225 and Table 110-4 limit the
building coverage to:
2,250 square-feet + 15% of the area over 5, 000 square-feet
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The following chart outlines the building coverage allowed under this calculation as well as the
lot size necessary to achieve the Applicant’s desired building coverage:

Lot 1
Lot 2
Lot 3

Proposed Lot Size Allowed Bld
Coverage
10,800 ft2
3,120 ft2
7,700 ft2
2,655 ft2
2
6,800 ft
2,520 ft2

Desired Bld
Coverage
3,500 ft2
3,000 ft2
3,000 ft2

Necessary Site Size
13,334 ft2
10,000 ft2
10,000 ft2

The Applicant’s originally submitted application was for larger lots (10,300-13,400 square-feet)
and did not include a request to modify building coverage. This proposal was discussed earlier
as Development Alternative D. BDS staff, at the hearing, indicated that they had worked with
the Applicant to reduce the lot sizes in order to create a larger setback from the drainageway
onsite, reduce the total disturbance area on the site, and reduce the amount of impervious
surface area. In order to meet the Applicant’s need to build one-level, accessible homes and the
City’s goal of resource preservation, a modification to the allowed building coverage is
necessary.
The building coverage standards, together with the height and setback standards, control the
overall bulk of structures. They are intended to assure that taller buildings will not have such a
large print that their total bulk will overwhelm adjacent houses. The Applicant has not
requested to modify the height or the side setback standards, only building coverage. There is
only one existing single-family residence, to the west, that could be impacted by the requested
modification. By maintaining the standard 10-foot side setbacks, a future home on Lot 1 would
be 20-feet from the home on the adjacent property. The area to the south and east of the
proposed lots will be placed in a protected open space tract.
Overall, the modification to increase building coverage is still compatible with the purpose of
the regulation and the smaller lot sizes offer greater protection to wildlife habitat, maintain more
of the native forest microclimate, reduce impervious surface, and better protection of the natural
drainage. Since identified resources and functional values will be better protected with the
smaller lot sizes, and the purpose of the building coverage standard will continue to be met, the
Modification criterion is met for increasing the allowed building coverage.
2. Maximum setback in the environmental zone. The maximum front setback in the
environmental general development standards (Section 33.430.140.N) continues to apply to
future development on the proposed lots. The Applicant requests to modify the required
setbacks as follows:

Minimum Setback
Maximum Setback

Code
Required

Proposed
Lot 1

0 ft
20 ft

20 ft
25 ft

Propose
d Lot 2
20 ft
20 ft

Propose
d Lot 3
10 ft
20 ft
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The Applicant requests the modification to allow greater flexibility for the design of accessible
routes to the front entries of the houses on the proposed lots, and to position the houses in
keeping with the character of the surrounding neighborhood. At the public hearing, Applicant’s
representative testified that if the maximum setback for Lot 1 were 25-feet, a house could be set
back further from the road and retaining wall, which would result in a smaller disturbance area.
Additionally, Applicant’s representative testified that allowing the greater setback distances
would result in a development more consistent with the adjacent Deerhaven Subdivision.
BDS staff, at the public hearing, testified that grading for disturbance for utility lines is
contemplated in the Applicant’s development plan to occur behind the retaining wall, and
granting an increased setback for Lot 1 would not reduce the amount of grading area (and
disturbance area) for the project. BDS, in the staff report (Exhibit H.9) stated that “the 25-feet
along the front of Lots 1 and 2 and the first 40-feet of Lot 3 will be greatly disturbed for the
construction of the private utility connections (see the Preliminary Clearing and Grading Plan,
Exhibit C.4). During utility construction it would be feasible to moderately alter the contours in
this area to aid accessibility for future homes.” The utility location overlaps, to a large extent,
the area driveway access area.
BDS staff, in the staff report (Exhibit H.9) summarized the purposes of the development
standards for environmental zones (including this standard) as follows:
• “Encourage sensitive development while minimizing impact on resources;
• Provide clear limitations on disturbance within resource areas;
• Ensure that new development and alterations to existing development are compatible with
and preserve the resources and functional values protected by the environmental zones;
• Provide clear planting and erosion control requirements within resource areas;
• Buffer the resource area from the noise, fumes, lights, and motion of vehicular traffic
associated with industrial, commercial, and multi-dwelling residential uses; and
• Limit the impacts on resources and functional values resulting from construction of certain
types of utilities.”
BDS staff, in the staff report (Exhibit H.9) summarized the purposes of the setback requirements
as follows:
• “maintain light and air, separation for fire protection, and access for fire fighting;
• reflect the general building scale and placement of multi-dwelling development in the City’s
neighborhoods;
• promote a reasonable physical relationship between residences;
• promote options for privacy for neighboring properties;
• require larger front setbacks than side setback to promote open, visually pleasing front
yards;
• provide adequate flexibility to site a building so that it may be compatible with the
neighborhood, fit the topography of the site, allow for required outdoor areas, and allow for
architectural diversity;
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•

along transit streets create an environment that is inviting to pedestrians and transit users.”

The Hearings Officer finds that there is no evidence in the record that if the modification for
increased setback were to be granted the identified resources and functional values would be better
protected. The Hearings Officer finds that if the setback modification were granted, development
would likely be closer to the identified protected resources. The Hearings Officer finds that the
proposed increased setback modification would not result in the greater protection of the resources
and functional values identified on the site, and on balance is not consistent with the environmental
purpose section summarized above. On the other hand, the Hearings Officer finds that the setback
purpose section is, on balance (as summarized above), consistent with the setback purpose
statement.
To grant a modification a decision maker must find that two requirements are met: (1) the
modification must result in greater protection of the resources and functional values identified on
the site and (2) on balance, approval of the modification will be consistent with the relevant
purpose statements. As noted above, the Hearings Officer found that approval of the setback
modification request will not result in greater protection of the identified resources. Therefore,
since both requirements necessary to grant approval of a modification are not satisfied the setback
modification request must be denied.
Minimum Setback. Applicant’s representative, at the public hearing, reiterated the request for
minimum setback requirements. Per the table above it can be seen that Applicant desires a 20-foot
minimum setback for Lots 1 and 2, and a 10-foot setback for Lot 3. The Hearings Officer notes that
the minimum setback, at this location (environmental zone), is reduced to zero. The Hearings
Officer notes that Applicant has the option of developing the subject lots with 20-foot setbacks for
Lots 1 and 2, and 10-feet for Lot 3. The Applicant’s representative stated, at the public hearing, that
20-foot setbacks for Lots 1 and 2, and 10-feet for Lot 3, would result building placement consistent
with the Deerhaven subdivision. The Hearings Officer finds no basis for granting Applicant’s
request for modified minimum setbacks; the Applicant may legally setback the residences at the
stated distances without the need to grant a minimum setback modification.
APPROVAL CRITERIA FOR ADJUSTMENT
33.805.040 Adjustment Approval Criteria
Adjustment requests will be approved if the review body finds that the Applicant has shown that
approval criteria A through F, stated below, have been met.
A. Granting the adjustment will equally or better meet the purpose of the regulation to be
modified; and
The purpose of the Development Standards of the South Subdistrict of the Johnson Creek
Plan District (33.537.140) are:
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To mitigate the negative impacts that may result from the development of areas where
flooding and landslides are common. The impermeable clay soils of the steep-sided Boring
Lava hills to the south of the creek contribute to rapid stormwater runoff in the winter,
and contribute to flooding. Unlike the flatter areas north of the creek, in the South
subdistrict there are numerous small streams that can quickly carry stormwater runoff to
Johnson Creek. The extensive tree canopy on these hillsides helps to slow stormwater
runoff. Limitations on development density, tree removal, and impervious surface area
reduce stormwater runoff, provide groundwater recharge, reduce erosion, protect water
quality, and retain native vegetation. These regulations work together to protect
watershed health while allowing the safe and efficient development of unconstrained lands.
Findings: The Applicant requests an Adjustment to the Johnson Creek Plan District tree
removal standards to allow utility installation to occur under one effort on the entire site to
prepare for future houses on the individual lots. The site is subject to two zoning code
requirements related to tree preservation. Chapter 33.430 – Environmental Zones requires the
Applicant to replace trees within newly created lots as part of the subdivision process. The
Johnson Creek Plan District – South Subdistrict Development Standards (Chapter 33.537.140),
requires trees to be preserved to mitigate potential negative impacts in this area where flooding
and landslides are common. The Johnson Creek standards allow trees to be removed only when
they are within 10-feet of an existing or proposed building, or 5-feet of a paved surface; when
they are diseased or pose an immediate danger as determined by the City Forester or an arborist;
when they are below the ordinary high water level of Johnson Creek; or when they are within a
water, sewer, or other utility easement. Typically trees are retained on a site until a building
permit is issued for development of individual lots. In this case an Adjustment to the Johnson
Creek standards is requested with the subdivision to allow the Applicant to remove certain trees
adjacent to the utility easement to allow utility installation to occur on the lots in advance of the
individual homes.
There are 15 trees proposed for removal that are immediately adjacent to the utility easement or
location of individual lines. Trees 1, 2, 6, 7, 14, 15, 23, 32, 38, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 66, and 67 are
proposed to be removed at the time of utility construction. The 15 trees to be removed total 396
inches in diameter, with an average tree size of 9.9 in diameter. It should be noted that there are
trees within the utility easement that are not proposed to be removed as part of the Adjustment,
but may removed under the standards of Section 33.537.140.
Under the standards for land divisions in environmental zones the entire area proposed for lots is
considered “disturbed.” This, in effect, means that all trees within an approved lot are
considered as if they were automatically going to be removed. For this reason, the trees
proposed for removal within the utility grading area have already been mitigated for, as
discussed, and conditioned under previous approval criteria. The requested Adjustment does
not increase the density or impervious surface area on the site, or allow for tree removal that
would not otherwise take place later in the development process.
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Overall, the Adjustment will equally or better meet the purpose of the regulation to be modified,
and Criterion A is met.
B. If in a Residential zone, the proposal will not significantly detract from the livability or
appearance of the residential area, or if in an OS, C, E, or I zone, the proposal will be
consistent with the classifications of the adjacent streets and the desired character of the
area; and
Findings: The appearance of the area is characterized by new single-dwelling development with
environmental resources preserved behind the development, generally is a separate tract. While
the initial appearance of the individual site will be changed due to the removal of trees, the
proposed mitigation plantings and the 48 existing trees in the open space tract will maintain the
appearance of the neighborhood over time. The preservation of existing trees and planting of
new native tree species will provide a mixed age and diverse tree canopy that will enhance the
livability and appearance of this new subdivision, so that it will be compatible with the
surrounding neighborhood. Therefore, this criterion is met.
C. If more than one adjustment is being requested, the cumulative effect of the adjustments
results in a project which is still consistent with the overall purpose of the zone; and
Findings: Only one Adjustment has been requested, this criterion does not apply.
D. City-designated scenic resources and historic resources are preserved; and
Findings: There are no scenic or historic resources on the site this criterion does not apply.
E. Any impacts resulting from the adjustment are mitigated to the extent practical.
F. If in an environmental zone, the proposal has as few significant detrimental environmental
impacts on the resource and resource values as is practicable.
Findings: The site is within an Environmental Conservation zone and the entire proposal is
subject to Environmental Review. The appropriate location, configuration, and size of lots were
discussed earlier in this report under the Environmental Review criteria. The Applicant’s
proposed Alternative J was shown to have as few significant detrimental environmental impacts
on the resources and functional values as is practicable.
Under the standards for land divisions in environmental zones the entire area proposed for lots is
considered “disturbed.” This, in effect, means that all trees within an approved lot are
considered as if they were automatically going to be removed. For this reason, the trees
proposed for removal within the utility grading area have already been mitigated for, as
discussed and conditioned under previous approval criteria.
This Adjustment is only required because the Applicant is requesting to install utility lines for
all of the lots prior to receiving individual building permits. The requested Adjustment does not
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increase the amount of disturbance within the environmental zone, or allow for tree removal that
would not otherwise take place later in the development process. With a condition requiring
mitigation plantings as shown on Exhibit C.7, these criteria are met.
DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to meet
the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The plans submitted
for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all development standards of Title 33 can be
met, or have received an Adjustment or Modification via a land use review prior to the approval of a
building or zoning permit.
General Information about Development Standards and Approval Criteria. The Zoning Code
contains two types of regulations: Development standards and Approval criteria.
Approval criteria, such as those listed earlier in this report, are administered through a land use
review process. Approval criteria are regulations where the decision-maker must exercise
discretion to determine if the regulation is met. Public notice is provided and public comments
received that address the approval criteria are addressed in the decision.
Development Standards: Development standards are clear and objective regulations (for example:
building setbacks; number of required parking spaces; and maximum floor area). Compliance with
development standards is reviewed as part of the administrative permitting process and are not
considered to be discretionary reviews. Development standards that are not relevant to the land
division review, have not been addressed in the review, but will have to be met at the time that each
of the proposed lots is developed.
Standards that apply to the land division. In this case, there are several Zoning Code standards
that apply to the proposed land division. The standards of Section 33.430.160 Standards for Land
Divisions and Planned Developments apply to the proposal. Conditions have been included for
requirements that apply at the time of final plat and at the time of development.
• Resource areas outside designated disturbance areas must be placed entirely within
environmental resource tracts. The tracts must be owned in common by all of the owners of the
land division site, by a Homeowner’s Association, by a public agency, or by a non-profit
organization (33.430.160.E).
• All vegetation planted in a resource area is native and listed on the Portland Plant List. Plants
listed on the Portland Nuisance Plant List or Prohibited Plant List are prohibited (33.430.140.L).
• The minimum front, street, or garage setbacks of the base zone may be reduced to any distance
between the base zone minimum and zero (33.430.140.M).
• The maximum front building setback is the minimum front building setback of the base zone.
(33.430.140.N).
• Fences are allowed only within the disturbance area (lots) (33.430.140.O).
• Exterior lights must be spaced at least 25-feet apart. Incandescent lights exceeding 200 watts
(or other light types exceeding the brightness of a 200-watt incandescent light) must be placed
so they do not shine directly into resource areas (33.430.140.Q).
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III.

CONCLUSIONS

Applicant generally agreed with the BDS staff report (Exhibit H.9). No opposition testimony was
offered through written correspondence to BDS staff or at the public hearing before the Hearings
Officer. The Hearings Officer determined that the BDS staff report (Exhibit H.9) presented valid
and credible findings.
Applicant’s representative raised three issues with respect to the BDS staff report (Exhibit H.9): (1)
BDS staff erred in recommending denial of its request for front setback modifications, (2) BDS staff
should have approved its request for minimum front setbacks, and (3) BDS staff erred by requiring
language on the final plat regarding fire flows. The Hearings Officer modified the BDS staff report
findings with respect to Applicant’s request for front setback modifications; the Hearings Officer
agreed with the BDS staff conclusion denying Applicant’s request to modify the maximum front
setbacks. Finally, the Hearings Officer agreed with Applicant that fire flow language is not
appropriate on the final plat.
The Hearings Officer found the land division approval criteria could be satisfied with conditions.
The Hearings Officer found that Applicant’s request for an Adjustment to allow trees to be removed
for utility construction, even though they are protected by the Johnson Creek Basin Plan District
regulations, should be approved. The Hearings Officer found that the Applicant’s request for a
modification to maximum building coverage should be approved
IV.

DECISION

Approval of a Preliminary Plan for a 3-lot Subdivision and environmental resource tract;
Approval of an Environmental Review for creation of 3 lots for single family development and 3
outfalls within the environmental resource tract;
Approval of an Environmental Modification to:
• Increase the maximum building coverage for Lot 1 to 3,500 square-feet (33.110.225); and
• Increase the maximum building coverage for Lots 2 and 3 to 3,000 square-feet ( 33.110.225)
Denial of an Environmental Modification to increase the maximum front setback.
Approval of an Adjustment Review for tree removal associated with the utility installation
(33.537.140.C).
As illustrated with Exhibits C.2-C.7 subject to the following conditions:
A. The final plat must show the following:
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B.

1.

A private sanitary sewer easement, for the benefit of Lots 2-3, shall be shown and labeled
over the relevant portions of Lots 1 and 2.

2.

Tracts A shall be owned in common by the owners of Lots 1-3 or a Homeowner’s
Association.
Tract A shall be noted on the plat as Tract A: Common Open Space (Environmental
Resource)

3.

A Recording block for the legal documents such as maintenance agreement(s),
acknowledgements of special land use conditions, or Declarations of Covenants,
Conditions, and Restrictions (CC&Rs) as required by Conditions B.3-5 below. The
recording block(s) shall, at a minimum, include language substantially similar to the
following example: “A Declaration of Maintenance Agreement for (name of tract or name
of Easement) has been recorded as document no. ___________, Multnomah County Deed
Records.”
The following must occur prior to Final Plat approval:

Streets and Utilities
1. The Applicant shall provide plans and financial assurances to the satisfaction of the
Bureau of Transportation Engineering and Development for required street frontage
improvements.
2. The Applicant shall meet the requirements of BES for extending a public sewer main
in SE Lexington Street. The public sewer extension requires a Public Works Permit,
which must be initiated prior to final plat approval. In addition, the Applicant must
provide engineered designs, and performance guarantees for the sewer extension to
BES prior to final plat approval.
3. The Applicant shall meet the requirements of the Fire Bureau for ensuring adequate
hydrant flow from the nearest hydrant, apply the code exception that allows the flow to
be reduced to ½ the requirement if residential sprinklers are installed, or obtain an
approved Fire Bureau appeal to this requirement. Acknowledgements of Special Land
use Conditions must be recorded with the plat if the exception is applied.
Required Legal Documents
4. A Maintenance Agreement shall be executed for the tract described in Condition A.2
above. The agreement shall include provisions assigning maintenance responsibilities
for the tract and any shared facilities within the areas, consistent with the purpose of
the tract, and all applicable City Code standards. The tract must be owned in common
by the owners of Lots 1-3 or a Homeowner’s Association. The agreement must be
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reviewed by the City Attorney and the Bureau of Development Services, and approved
as to form, prior to final plat approval. The agreement must include:
a. Provisions assigning maintenance responsibilities for mitigation plantings located
within the tracts.
b. Provisions assigning maintenance responsibilities for the stormwater facilities.
5. A Maintenance Agreement shall be executed for the Private Sanitary Sewer Easement
area described in Condition B.2 above. The agreement shall include provisions
assigning maintenance responsibilities for the easement area and any shared facilities
within that area, consistent with the purpose of the easement, and all applicable City
Code standards. The agreement must be reviewed by the City Attorney and the
Bureau of Development Services, and approved as to form, prior to final plat approval.

6. The Applicant shall submit a Performance Guarantee, meeting the requirements of
Section 33.700.050, for (1) installation of plantings at the site and (2) 5 years of
monitoring and maintenance (as specified in Condition E) to BDS. The Performance
Guarantee must be accompanied by a contract approved by the City Attorney.
a. Performance Guarantee for the estimated cost of installation of plantings
If the Applicant or subsequent owners of the site do not install plantings indicated
on Exhibit C.7 as required by Condition B.7 below, the City shall use the
performance guarantee to install required plantings. BDS will return/release unused
portions of the required performance guarantee allocated to installation of plantings
to the Applicant, only after BDS inspectors determine that all required plantings
have been completed and invasive species have been removed within 10-feet of all
required native plantings.
b. Performance Guarantee for estimated costs of monitoring and maintenance
If the Applicant or subsequent owners of the site do not monitor and maintain the
plantings, as required by Condition E below, the City shall use the performance
guarantee to monitor and maintain the required plantings. BDS will return/release
portions of the required performance guarantee allocated for each year of the 5
year monitoring period to the Applicant, only after BDS has approved the annual
monitoring report (including replacement of dead plants).
Other Requirements
7. A Site Development Permit shall be submitted prior to Final Plat approval for the
purpose of grading for the private utilities and installation of mitigation plantings. A
minimum of 74 trees and 150 shrubs shall be planted, in substantial conformance with
Exhibit C.7 Mitigation Plan. Grading limits shall be in substantial conformance with
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Exhibit C.4.
a. Plantings shall be installed between October 1 and March 31 (the planting season).
b. Prior to installing required mitigation plantings, non-native invasive plants shall be
removed from all areas within 10-feet of mitigation plantings, using handheld
equipment.
c. All mitigation and remediation shrubs and trees shall be marked in the field by a
tag attached to the top of the plant for easy identification by the City Inspector. All
tape shall be a contrasting color that is easily seen and identified.
d. Plantings shall be installed between October 1 and March 31 (the planting season).
Any changes or substitutions to approved planting plans shall first receive written
approval from Bureau of Development Services Land Use Review staff.
e. The Applicant shall have a registered landscape architect, a registered landscape
contractor, or the designer of record certify that all the required mitigation
plantings were installed as required. After installation, the Applicant shall submit a
Landscape Certification Form to this effect, signed by the registered landscape
professional. The signed Landscape Certification Form shall be submitted to the
Site Development Section of the Bureau of Development Services, confirming that
all required mitigation plantings have been installed in accordance with these
conditions of approval.
f. An inspection of Permanent Erosion Control Measures shall be required to
document installation of the required mitigation plantings.
1. The Permanent Erosion Control Measures inspection (IVR 210) shall not be
approved until the required mitigation plantings have been installed (as
described above);
--OR-2. If the Permanent Erosion Control Measures inspection (IVR 210) occurs
outside the planting season (as described above), then the Permanent Erosion
Control Measures inspection may be approved prior to installation of the
required mitigation plantings – if the Applicant obtains a separate Zoning
Permit for the purpose of ensuring an inspection of the required mitigation
plantings by March 31 of the following year.
8. If a Fire Code exception is utilized or a Fire Code appeal decision requires, the Applicant
shall execute an Acknowledgement of Special Land Use conditions, requiring residential
development on Lot 2 to contain internal fire suppression sprinklers. The acknowledgement
shall be recorded with Multnomah County.
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C. The following conditions are applicable to site preparation and the development of
individual lots:
1. An on-site meeting between the Applicant, the contractor, and City staff is required
prior to issuance of any building permits for new single dwellings. Condition a below shall
be completed prior to the scheduled meeting and the following conditions shall be shown on
all permit plans:
a. Temporary construction fencing (four feet high) shall be installed according to Section
33.248.068 (Tree Protection Requirements), except as noted below. Construction
fencing shall be placed along the Limits of Construction Disturbance for the approved
development, as depicted on Exhibit C.5 Construction Management Plan and Exhibit
C.4 Preliminary Clearing and Grading Plan, or as required by inspection staff during the
plan review and/or inspection stages. Tree removal and protection shall be in substantial
conformance with Exhibit C.4.
b. No mechanized construction vehicles are permitted outside of the approved “Limits of
Construction Disturbance” delineated by the temporary construction fence. All planting
work, invasive vegetation removal, and other work to be done outside the Limits of
Construction Disturbance, shall be conducted using hand held equipment.
2. The Applicant shall allow the Johnson Creek Watershed Council to salvage plants within the
approved disturbance areas shown on the Construction Management Plan, Exhibit C.5, prior
to grading or construction.
3. The Applicant must meet the requirements of the Site Development Review Section for
geotechnical evaluation of permeable paving, if it is proposed at the time of development.
4. Development on lots shall be in conformance with the following:
a. The minimum front, street, or garage setbacks of the base zone may be reduced to any
distance between the base zone minimum and zero.
b. The maximum front building setback is 20-feet.
c. Fences are allowed only within lots (not within any of the tracts).
d. Exterior lights must be spaced at least 25-feet apart. Incandescent lights exceeding 200
watts (or other light types exceeding the brightness of a 200-watt incandescent light)
must be placed so they do not shine directly into resource areas. This condition applies
to lots that abut any environmental zoning on the site.
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e. Outside of the area approved for utility installation, shown on Exhibit C.4, the tree
preservation standards of the Johnson Creek Basin Plan District apply to all lots.
5. The following apply to the open space tract:
a. All vegetation planted in a resource area of environmental zones is native and listed on
the Portland Plant List. Plants listed on the Portland Nuisance Plant List or Prohibited
Plant List are prohibited.
b. Disturbance areas for the outfalls shall be limited to a ten-foot width and planted with 3
different native shrub species at a minimum 1-gallon size or bare root, planted at a
density of 3 plants per 10 square-feet. The remaining area must be planted with native
groundcover using a minimum of 4-inch pots at a density of 8 plants per 10 square-feet.
c. Riprap pads must be planted with live stakes of native plant stock, one-half inch in
diameter. Stakes must be installed at a density of 2 to 3 stakes per square yard.
d. Fences are not allowed within the resource area the environmental zone.
D. Mitigation Monitoring Requirements. The landscape professional or designer of record shall
monitor the required plantings for five years to ensure survival and replacement as described
below. The lot owners of Lots 1-3 are responsible for ongoing survival of required plantings and
shall:
1. Provide five letters (to serve as monitoring and maintenance reports) to the Pleasant Valley
Neighborhood Association, and to the Land Use Services Division of the Bureau of
Development Services (Attention: LU 07-137246 LDS ENM AD) containing the monitoring
information described below. Submit the first letter to the Bureau of Development Services
within 12 months following approval of the Permanent Erosion Control Inspection of the
required mitigation plantings. Submit the subsequent letters every 12 months following the
date of the first monitoring letter. All letters shall contain the following information:
a. A count of the number of planted trees that have died. One replacement tree must be
planted for each dead tree (replacement must occur within one planting season).
b. The percent coverage of native shrubs and ground covers. If less than 80 percent of the
mitigation planting area is covered with native shrubs or groundcovers at the time of the
annual count, additional shrubs and groundcovers shall be planted to reach 80 percent
cover (replacement must occur within one planting season).
c. A list of replacement plants that were installed.
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d. A description of invasive species removal (English ivy, Himalayan blackberry, reed
canarygrass, teasel, clematis) within 10-feet of all plantings. Invasive species must be
removed within 10-feet of all mitigation plants.
E. Failure to comply with any of these conditions may result in the City’s reconsideration of this
land use approval pursuant to Portland Zoning Code Section 33.700.040, and /or enforcement of
these conditions in any manner authorized by law.

____________________________________
Gregory J. Frank, Hearings Officer
____________________________________
Date

Application Deemed Complete:
Report to Hearings Officer:
Decision Mailed:
Last Date to Appeal: 4:30 p.m.,
Effective Date (if no appeal):

November 20, 2007
May 2, 2008
June 12, 2008
June 26, 2008
June 27, 2008
Decision may be recorded on this date.

Conditions of Approval. This project may be subject to a number of specific conditions, listed
above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be documented in all related
permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the permitting process must illustrate
how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any project elements that are specifically required
by conditions of approval must be shown on the plans, and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews. As
used in the conditions, the term “Applicant” includes the Applicant for this land use review, any
person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the proprietor of the use or
development approved by this land use review, and the current owner and future owners of the
property subject to this land use review.
Appeal of the decision. ANY APPEAL OF THE HEARINGS OFFICER’S DECISION MUST BE
FILED AT 1900 SW 4TH AVENUE, PORTLAND, OR 97201 (823-7526). Until 3:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, file the appeal at the Development Services Center on the first floor.
Between 3:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m., file the appeal at the Reception Desk on the 5th Floor. An
appeal fee of $3,776.00 will be charged (one-half of the application fee for this case).
Information and assistance in filing an appeal can be obtained from the Bureau of Development
Services at the Development Services Center.
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Who can appeal: You may appeal the decision only if you wrote a letter which is received before
the close of the record on hearing or if you testified at the hearing, or if you are the property owner
or Applicant. If you or anyone else appeals the decision of the Hearings Officer, only evidence
previously presented to the Hearings Officer will be considered by the City Council.
Appeal Fee Waivers: Neighborhood associations recognized by the Office of Neighborhood
Involvement may qualify for a waiver of the appeal fee provided that the association has standing to
appeal. The appeal must contain the signature of the Chair person or other person authorized by the
association, confirming the vote to appeal was done in accordance with the organization’s bylaws.
Neighborhood associations, who wish to qualify for a fee waiver, must complete the Type III
Appeal Fee Waiver Request for Organizations Form and submit it prior to the appeal deadline. The
Type III Appeal Fee Waiver Request for Organizations Form contains instructions on how to apply
for a fee waiver, including the required vote to appeal.
BDS may also grant fee waivers to low income Applicants appealing a land use decision on their
primary residence that they own in whole or in part. In addition, an appeal fee may be waived for a
low income individual if the individual resides within the required notification area for the review,
and the individual has resided at that address for at least 60 days. Individuals requesting fee
waivers must submit documentation certifying their annual gross income and household size (copies
of tax returns or documentation of public assistance is acceptable). Fee waivers for low-income
individuals must be approved prior to filing your appeal; please allow three working days for fee
waiver approval.
Recording the land division. The final land division plat must be submitted to the City within
three years of the date of the City’s final approval of the preliminary plan. This final plat must be
recorded with the County Recorder and Assessors Office after it is signed by the Planning Director
or delegate, the City Engineer, and the City Land Use Hearings Officer, and approved by the
County Surveyor. The approved preliminary plan will expire unless a final plat is submitted
within three years of the date of the City’s approval of the preliminary plan.
Recording concurrent approvals. The preliminary land division approval also includes
concurrent approval of adjustment and environmental reviews. These other concurrent approvals
must be recorded by the Multnomah County Recorder before any building or zoning permits can be
issued.
A few days prior to the last day to appeal, the City will mail instructions to the Applicant for
recording the documents associated with these concurrent land use reviews. The Applicant, builder,
or their representative may record the final decisions on these concurrent land use decisions as
follows:
•

By Mail: Send the two recording sheets (sent in separate mailing) and the final Land Use
Review decision with a check made payable to the Multnomah County Recorder to:
Multnomah County Recorder, P.O. Box 5007, Portland OR 97208. The recording fee is
identified on the recording sheet. Please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
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•

In Person: Bring the two recording sheets (sent in separate mailing) and the final Land Use
Review decision with a check made payable to the Multnomah County Recorder to the County
Recorder’s office located at 501 SE Hawthorne Boulevard, #158, Portland OR 97214. The
recording fee is identified on the recording sheet.

For further information on recording, please call the County Recorder at 503-988-3034.
Expiration of concurrent approvals. The preliminary land division approval also includes
concurrent approval of an Adjustment and Environmental Review. For purposes of determining the
expiration date, there are two kinds of concurrent approvals: 1) concurrent approvals that were
necessary in order for the land division to be approved; and 2) other approvals that were voluntarily
included with the land division application.
The following approvals were necessary for the land division to be approved: Environmental
review. This approval expires if:
•
•

The final plat is not approved and recorded within the time specified above, or
Three years after the final plat is recorded, none of the approved development or other
improvements (buildings, streets, utilities, grading, and mitigation enhancements) have been
made to the site.

All other concurrent approvals expire three years from the date rendered, unless a building permit
has been issued, or the approved activity has begun. Zone Change and Comprehensive Plan Map
Amendment approvals do not expire.
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EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED
A. Applicant’s Statement
1. Original Narrative
2. Environmental Analysis
3. Geotechnical Report
4. Supplemental Narrative, dated Nov. 15, 2007
5. 120-day extension, dated Nov. 20, 2007
6. 120-day extension, dated Jan. 4, 2008
7. 120-day extension, dated Feb. 8, 2008
8. Supplemental Narrative, dated Feb. 29, 2008
9. 120-day extension, dated April 4, 2008
10. Alternative J Tree Catalog, dated 4/23/08
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans & Drawings (8 ½ x 11 attached)
1. Existing Conditions Plan
2. Preliminary Land Division Plan
3. Proposed Utility Plan
4. Preliminary Clearing and Grading Plan
5. Construction Management Plan
6. Proposed Development Plan
7. Mitigation Plan
D. Notification information
1. Request for response
2. Posting letter sent to Applicant
3. Notice to be posted
4. Applicant’s statement certifying posting
5. Mailing list
6. Mailed notice
7. REVISED Posting letter sent to Applicant
8. REVISED Notice to be posted
9. REVISED Applicant’s statement certifying posting
10. Mailing list for REVISED notice
11. Mailed REVISED notice
E. Agency Responses
1. Bureau of Environmental Services
2. Bureau of Transportation Engineering and Development Review
3. Water Bureau
4. Fire Bureau
5. Site Development Review Section of Bureau of Development Services
6. Bureau of Parks, Forestry Division
7. Site Development Review Section of BDS, revised April 30, 2008
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F.

Letters
None received
G. Other
1. Original LUR Application
2. Site History Research
3. Incomplete Letter, mailed June 13, 2007
4. Pre-application File 06-128332
5. Communication with Applicant’s attorney Oct. 23, 2007 – Feb. 21, 2008
H. Received in the Hearings Office
1. Request to reschedule and 120-day extension - Whiteside, Rachel
2. Request to reschedule - Whiteside, Rachel
3. Request to reschedule - Whiteside, Rachel
4. Hearing notice - Whiteside, Rachel
5. Request to reschedule - Whiteside, Rachel
6. 4/3/08 E-mails - Whiteside, Rachel
7. Request to reschedule - Whiteside, Rachel
8. Rescheduled hearing notice - Whiteside, Rachel
9. Staff report - Whiteside, Rachel
10. PowerPoint presentation - Whiteside, Rachel
11. Letter to Whiteside from Daniel Chandler - Leonard, Richard
12. 5/19/08 Letter - Roggendorf, Kristian
13. 5/19/08 Memo - Whiteside, Rachel

